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Unified Origin

The next step in learning video powered by
multi platform streaming technology.
Live video streaming and video on demand of lectures, classes and events will increase student
engagement and retention. The learning experience can be enhanced using multi platform
streaming technology. Presentations 2Go and Unified Streaming created a comprehensive solution
for recording and capturing of live events, management of content and metadata and multi platform
streaming. Capable of streaming to any device, campus and worldwide.	
  
Presentations 2Go have successfully developed their rich media learning video platform with
Unified Streaming in combination with the Akamai content delivery network. As used from
September 2015 at Wageningen University in The Netherlands.

Benefits:
‣

Broad access for students

‣

Equal learning opportunities

‣

Best quality possible due to ABR*

‣

One source, every format, any screen

‣

Short time to market
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Unified Streaming’s software provides advanced functionality to do
on the fly packaging to all formats and platforms including DRM

Quote

protection. In delivering users of PCs, smartphones or tablets the
best possible viewing experience. Users of Presentations 2Go will

Presentations 2Go

benefit from USP's adaptive bitrate streaming-technology.* This
means that video dynamically adapts to network conditions and

“The two most important

video rendering performance. Therefore, viewers will experience no

reasons why we chose Unified

buffering or stuttering (when meeting the minimum bitrate/CPU

Streaming is for the Adaptive

requirements). And because it all happens on the fly, it eliminates

Bitrate Streaming functionality

massive storage needs and therefore cost efficient. Unified

and Unified Streaming’s

Streaming has proven itself to be a stable, scalable and high

products are easy to integrate

performance streaming solution.

in the existing workflow and
therefore cost effective”, says
Michaël Hegeman, CEO of
Presentations 2Go.

As from September 2015 the University of Wageningen will offer two
complete Master Programmes online and due to the collaboration
with Unified Streaming lots of students all over the world are able to
join these programmes.
Using multi platform streaming technology fin this setting is only the
beginning. This is a stepping stone to greater things in the future.

Unified Streaming B.V.

+31(0)202338801

Stadhouderskade 54hs

info@unified-streaming.com

1072 AB Amsterdam

twitter: @UnifiedStream
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facebook: Unified-Streaming
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